Realizations & Projections
28/5/18–10/7/18

28/5/18
Lecture
Thinking Architecture – Making Architecture, a Dialog
19:00

Exhibition Opening
20:00

Prof. ir. Wim van den Bergh Architect,
Jo Janssen Architect,
Kim Zwarts Photographer

Guest Curators and Exhibition Graphic Design
Prof. ir. Wim van den Bergh Architect
Jo Janssen Architect
Arabella El Ginawy
Maud van Oerle

Curation and Production
Arch. Dana Gordon
Arch. Tal Senior

architects house gallery
Israel Association of United Architects

15, HaMigdalor street, Jaffa
Sun. Tue. Wed. Thurs. 10:00–15:00
Mon. 10:00–19:00

Prof. ir. Wim van den Bergh Architect,
Jo Janssen Architect
Kim Zwarts Photographer

A presentation of the work of the Dutch architects Wim van den Bergh and Jo Janssen, in collaboration with photographer Kim Zwarts.

Awards and exhibitions of the Dutch architects

Address:

Arabella El Ginawy
Maud van Oerle

Architects House Gallery
Israel Association of United Architects

15 HaMigdalor street, Jaffa
Sun. Tue. Wed. Thurs. 10:00–15:00
Mon. 10:00–19:00
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Kim Zwarts photographer - project: House YTWz Maastricht